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Chapter 2021: Challenging in Public 

“Number one alchemy genius? Huhu, what high-sounding sentiments. At his age, even if he started 

refining pills in his mother’s womb, his accomplishments will also be limited, right? Let alone that I 

heard that his martial arts are very formidable,” Yun Yi said with a disdainful look. 

“Yeah, I saw with my own eyes. He sent the Fifth Firmament True God Commander Gan flying with one 

move,” Zheng Buqun said. 

Yun Yi could not help laughing when he heard that and said, “If I didn’t guess wrongly, he’s probably a 

martial genius that came from Myriad Treasure Bodhidharma, carrying Empyrean Flutterfeather’s 

signboard and coming to Cloudpill Summit to bluff and swindle people. It’s just a shame that he made 

the wrong calculations!” 

The moment Zheng Buqun heard, his face could not help revealing a look of great joy as he said, “Is 

Brother Yun Yi taking action?” 

Yun Yi waved his hand and said, “Do you think that the Cloudpill Summit’s grandmaster tokens are all for 

show? As long as one comes with a grandmaster token, those are all the Cloudpill Summit’s most noble 

guests. We must treat them with courtesy.” 

Hearing this, everyone had disappointed looks. 

Those present were all alchemy geniuses, so how could they stand a martial arts genius riding on top of 

their heads and flaunting his prowess? 

Moreover, slapping the face of a grandmaster was also something very delightful. 

But him holding a grandmaster token was like holding an imperial sword; you could not do anything 

about it! 

“Brother Yun Yi, could it be that there’s no other way?” 

“Yeah, a little brat also dares proclaim to be the number one alchemy genius, is his hair fully grown?” 

“Could it be that at this Cloudpill Summit, we have to keep on watching him continue to be arrogant?” 

... 

The alchemy geniuses present were all filled with righteous indignation, faces revealing indignant 

expressions. 

But they saw Yun Yi’s face reveal a hint of a ruminating smile and said coolly, “My Cloudpill Great 

Imperial Capital is the number one holy land of the Southern Border Alchemy Dao. How can we allow 

such a person to exist? So what if it’s the grandmaster token? People who hold a position without 

qualifications are absolutely not allowed to stay and humiliate the Cloudpill Summit.” 

When everyone heard that, they all revealed knowing smiles. 
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... 

What Empyrean Flutterfeather said was right. The Cloudpill Summit indeed did not let Ye Yuan down. 

These few days, Ye Yuan brought Ning Siyu along and bought many rare rank six spirit medicines. 

The places that Ye Yuan liked to shop the most were some big and small marketplaces. 

At those places, one could frequently pick up some pretty good spirit medicines. 

These marketplaces had every strange and peculiar thing. There were even quite a few obscure pill 

formulas. 

Although the Myriad Treasure Tower’s power and influence were tremendous, they also could not get 

every single spirit medicine. This Cloudpill Great Imperial Capital gathered the entire Southern Border’s 

top alchemists. It naturally could not come into existence without people who came to do business. 

With countless alchemy powerhouses gathering in Cloudpill Great Imperial Capital, this kind of business 

opportunity naturally could not be missed. 

At this time, Ye Yuan two people were currently strolling idly in the eastern-street marketplaces, but 

then they heard a wave of discussions. 

“Did you guys hear? A True God Realm grandmaster actually came to the Cloudpill Summit this time. It 

already raised a huge uproar in the entire city.” 

“What? Six-star Alchemy God grandmaster? You aren’t joking, right? This bit of strength can’t even 

compare to me. Yet, he e also dares to be a grandmaster?” 

“Heh heh, I heard that he came from some Heavenly Emperor Bodhimanda. It was probably applying 

pressure on the grandmasters through the Heavenly Emperor, and that’s how the grandmaster token 

was given.” 

“This is also treating things too trivially! The Cloudpill Summit is the Southern Border’s grandest event. 

It’s also not what one or two Heavenly Emperors can influence!” 

“Wait and see! The grandmaster token isn’t so easy to get! That punk will definitely make a big spectacle 

of himself when the time comes!” 

... 

Hearing everyone’s discussions, Ning Siyu used a peculiar expression to look at Ye Yuan and discovered 

that Ye Yuan was expressionless like they were not talking about him at all. 

Ning Siyu sometimes suspected whether or not an old monster’s soul lived inside Ye Yuan’s body. 

This guy was also too capable of keeping his cool. 

“Your Excellency, if I were you, I’d show my skill for them to see. I’ll let them know that you’re worthy of 

this grandmaster token!” Ning Siyu said indignantly. 

In reality, they could hear this sort of discussion everywhere these few days. He already became the 

greatest topic of conversation for the alchemists in the city. 



There were even quite a number of people who put out the word that they wanted to challenge this 

grandmaster and trample him underfoot. 

It was just that they did not know that that so-called Six-star grandmaster was beside them. 

Clearly, this Six-star grandmaster already became the stepping stone for these Six-star Alchemy Gods to 

make a name for themselves. 

One had to know, defeating a grandmaster, what sublime glory that would be! 

Ye Yuan just smiled. He did not speak. 

Reaching his present realm, Ye Yuan had long already passed the time of seeking to prevail over others. 

Those able to enter his arcane sights were only peak-existence big shots like Empyrean Flutterfeather. 

Was there any meaning to contend with a bunch of rookies over this? 

The two people were currently talking when a group of people suddenly rushed over in a haste, directly 

surrounding the two people in the middle. 

Ning Siyu’s face changed and she said, “What do you guys want to do?” 

A young man bowed in salute towards Ye Yuan and said, “I’m Qiannan Great Imperial Capital’s Luo Yue. I 

want to ask Grandmaster Ye to give a pointer or two.” 

“I’m Eastpride’s Wu Family’s Wu Zhan. I have some confusion in alchemy and want to ask Grandmaster 

Ye to resolve them.” 

“I’m ...” 

... 

With a rush, these young geniuses all reported their backgrounds, all identifying Ye Yuan by name and 

making Ye Yuan give pointers. 

Of course, giving pointers was fake, challenging was real. 

It was just that Ye Yuan’s identity was exalted, so they could not very well say explicitly. 

But their eyes did not have any intention of seeking guidance at all. The flavor of provocation was thick. 

The actions of these young geniuses made the eastern-street marketplace burst into an uproar. 

They all used extremely surprised gazes to look at Ye Yuan. They did not expect that he was that Six-star 

grandmaster! 

“Goodness gracious, he’s that Six-star grandmaster? This is also too young! Looking at the age, he’s 

probably also just a thousand over years old, right?” 

“Terrific lads! Every one of these young geniuses, all have deep backgrounds! Qiannan Great Imperial 

Capital, Wu Family, each one is an alchemy holy land. Behind them are all Seven-star Alchemy God 

existences.” 



“Heh heh, there’s a good show to watch now! I’m really very curious what this lad relied on to get the 

grandmaster token!” 

... 

After exclaiming, everyone all had gloating expressions. 

Especially after seeing Ye Yuan’s age, they were even more indignant and discontented. This kind of age, 

how could he be worthy of the grandmaster token? 

They did not feel that they were worthy of the grandmaster token. But past grandmasters were all god-

like figures. Ye Yuan holding this token, they felt that it sullied its meaning. 

There were likely 20 over young geniuses present. They were all Six-star Alchemy Gods. 

Ye Yuan swept through with an amused look and said smilingly, “You all ... want to challenge me?” 

Luo Yue smiled coldly and said, “Since Grandmaster Ye took the grandmaster token, then you’re 

naturally a heavenly figure. It’s just ... don’t know if you dare to accept our challenge or not?” 

Luo Yue was intentionally using the grandmaster token to force Ye Yuan. If Ye Yuan dared to avoid the 

battle in broad daylight, they want to see what face he still has to use the grandmaster token to bluff 

people. 

Ye Yuan’s expression did not change as he said coolly, “You already said that I’m a heavenly figure. How 

are you all, these mortals ... worthy of challenging me?” 

Luo Yue laughed loudly when he heard that and said, “You really went along with it! You don’t even dare 

to accept our challenge, don’t you find it scalding to hold the grandmaster token?” 

Ye Yuan’s face was not red and his heart did not race as he said coolly, “It’s also not that you guys can’t 

challenge me, but ...” 

The eyes of Luo Ye and the rest lit up, revealing smiles of their plan succeeding. 
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Chapter 2022: It's You All Challenging Her! 

Luo Ye’s eyes lit up and he asked, “But what?” 

But Ye Yuan’s gaze turned to Ning Siyu and the other people’s gazes followed his gaze and also landed 

on Ning Siyu. 

Smart people already guessed Ye Yuan’s intention and could not help getting a big shock. 

Sure enough, it was only to hear Ye Yuan slowly saying, “You have to beat her first.” 

Ning Siyu looked at Ye Yuan in disbelief and used her finger to point at herself as she said, “M-Me?” 

Ye Yuan nodded and said, “Right, it’s you!” 

Ning Siyu jumped up like a rabbit that got a scare and repeatedly waved her hands and said, “No way, no 

way! Your Excellency, I can’t do it! I ... I will lose face for you!” 
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Ning Siyu was filled with confidence in Ye Yuan, but her confidence in herself was not that strong. 

In Heavenly Eagle Imperial City, although she was already an apex existence, what kind of place was 

this? 

This place was Cloudpill Great Imperial Capital, it was the Cloudpill Summit, the holy land in the hearts of 

all of the Southern Border’s alchemists. 

These geniuses in front of her, they all came from influential alchemy clans and ancient families. The 

might of their strength was top-notch among the entire Southern Border’s young generation. 

What did she count for compared to these people? 

Heavenly Eagle Imperial City was ultimately just a small place! 

This feeling of inferiority filled Ning Siyu’s body and heart. 

Let alone that these people in front of her were all Six-star Alchemy Gods, while she was merely a Five-

star Alchemy God. 

This kind of challenge that crossed realms, the pressure was enormous. 

Not everyone was Lord Ye Yuan. 

When Luo Yue and the rest saw Ning Siyu’s reaction, they could not help being amused. 

“She ... Grandmaster Ye is making her challenge us? Hahaha ... we’re all Six-star Alchemy Gods. Is there a 

mistake?” Luo Yue said with a loud laugh. 

“Hahaha!” 

The surroundings guffawed with laughter, clearly finding Ye Yuan’s way of doing things very funny. 

Ning Siyu’s appearance did not look like an alchemy expert no matter how one looked at her. 

Ye Yuan waved his hand and shook his head as he said, “It’s not her challenging you, it’s you challenging 

her.” 

Luo Yue opened his eyes wide and said in disbelief, “Me? Challenging her? Got to be joking! What 

qualifications does a mere Five-star Alchemy God have to make me challenge her?” 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “You’ll naturally know after competing. You all, each one counts as one. As long as 

you succeed in defeating her, you’ll have the qualifications to issue a challenge to me.” 

Everyone’s faces revealed looks of amusement. This kid was not a fool, right? 

This kind of person actually had a grandmaster token in his hands. This was an insult to the grandmaster 

token! 

“Okay, this is what you said yourself!” Luo Yue said with a sneer. 

Ning Siyu winked at Ye Yuan repeatedly and whispered, “Ye Yuan, I can’t do it. I really can’t!” 



Ye Yuan’s gaze turned cold and he said, “Following me for so many years, if you can’t even win them, 

then don’t return to Heavenly Eagle anymore.” 

Ning Siyu’s face changed, she knew that Ye Yuan was serious. 

If His Excellency really did not let her return to Heavenly Eagle, what should she do? 

“Your Excellency, I ... I got it!” Ning Siyu said like an aggrieved little wifey. 

Saying finish, she gritted her teeth and said to Luo Yue, “Which of you will come first?” 

Luo Yue laughed loudly and said, “Little girlie, do you really take yourself to be a grandmaster? Do you 

know who we are?” 

Ning Siyu’s face fell and she said, “Whoever you are, I absolutely won’t lose to you! Otherwise, His 

Excellency won’t let me return to Heavenly Eagle anymore!” 

Seeing Ning Siyu’s appearance, Ye Yuan also secretly found it funny. 

Even if Ning Siyu really lost, he also would not forbid her from returning to Heavenly Eagle. 

It was just that this lass was too lacking in confidence in herself. Not applying some pressure on her, it 

would likely be hard for her to unleash her full strength. 

Following Ye Yuan these few years, her strength advanced by leaps and bounds. Ye Yuan naturally had a 

score in his heart. 

Ordinary so-called geniuses were not her match at all. 

Luo Yue laughed when he heard that and said, “Then you definitely can’t go back anymore. Because in a 

while, you’ll lose until you doubt life! Hahaha!” 

The group of people stared at Ning Siyu like a bunch of gray wolves staring at a little rabbit, showing an 

appearance of cornering it. 

“Sigh, it’s also hard on this girlie, to have actually followed such an unreliable master.” 

“These alchemy geniuses are all distinguished talents of the young generation. How could a mere Five-

star Alchemy God be a match?” 

“This lass is really pitiable. I reckon that she can’t even win one match!” 

... 

The onlooking crowd in the marketplace were all using pitying gazes to look at Ning Siyu and also using 

jeering gazes to look at Ye Yuan. 

This grandmaster was seriously fooling around too much! 

It was fine that he was trash, he even had to push his maidservant into the fire pit. 

Ning Siyu said coldly, “Talk again after winning me!” 

Luo Yue smiled and said, “Fine then. Du Ruofei, you play with her first!” 



A young man in exquisite clothing stepped out of the ranks. His gaze when looking at Ning Siyu was full 

of relishing as if victory was already within grasp. 

“Heh, little girl, this young master is here to challenge you. You have to show leniency!” Du Ruofei 

... 

At this time, inside a restaurant outside of the eastern-street marketplace, Yun YI, Zheng Buqun, and the 

rest were shockingly present. 

Listening entirely to a manservant’s report, Yun Yi shook his head and laughed in spite of himself as he 

said, “This Grandmaster Ye is probably at the end of his ropes, right? To actually make his own little 

maid challenge the Cloudpill Summit’s geniuses?” 

Zheng Buqun scoffed and said, “Brother Yun Yi’s words are not correct. Didn’t you hear what that 

manservant said? It’s the Cloudpill Summit’s geniuses challenging the little maid!” 

Finished saying, there was immediately loud laughter inside the box room. 

Yun Yi shook his head and could not help laughing as he said, “I originally thought that this kid had some 

capabilities, but I didn’t expect that he’s so unreliable. Although Luo Yue they all aren’t the top geniuses 

of this summit, they are also sufficient to rank into the top 100. How can they be what a mere rank five 

little maid can deal with?” 

Zheng Buqun smiled and said, “Brother Yun Yi really has nice means, slightly revealing Ye Yuan’s 

whereabouts to everyone, to make our Grandmaster Ye reveal his true colors! I’m very curious now how 

this Grandmaster Ye plans on cleaning up the mess.” 

Yun Yi waved his hand and said smilingly, “Isn’t this minor thing still easily resolvable to me? Let’s drink 

first, I reckon that there will be news coming over very soon. Although Du Ruofei’s strength isn’t much, it 

shouldn’t take too long to deal with a mere Five-star Alchemy God little girl.” 

Finished talking, Yun Yi and the rest clanged wine cups and wine flowed freely, extremely cheerful. 

In a twinkle, four hours passed. The few people were currently chatting away idly when that manservant 

suddenly barged inside. 

Yun Yi’s brows furrowed and he said with a cold snort, “Where’s your sense of decorum being in such a 

fluster?” 

The manservant jumped in fright and hurriedly knelt down and said, “Young Master, forgive my 

mistake!” 

Yun Yi had his mind on Du Ruofei and Ning Siyu’s alchemy battle. Waving his hand dismissively, he said, 

“How is it? Is the result out?” 

The manservant hurriedly said, “It’s out! Young Master Du Ruofei returned in utter defeat! The entire 

eastern-street marketplace is in an uproar!” 

“What? Du Ruofei lost? This ... How is this possible?” Yun Yi said with a face full of disbelief. 



“Are you mistaken? Du Ruofei’s alchemy strength already reached the late-stage Initial Realm. He would 

actually lose to a Five-star Alchemy God little lass?” Zheng Buqun’s face similarly had a look of 

astonishment. 

The manservant hurriedly said, “Won’t be wrong! This lowly one was in the crowd and saw it clearly! 

That young lady’s momentum was overpowering, suppressing Young Master Du Ruofei all the way, 

finally refining a superior-grade medicinal pill!” 

Yun Yi and the rest looked at each other as if they had seen a ghost. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2023: Maybe One Day 

“Go, find out more!” Yun Yi said, gnashing his teeth. 

The manservant answered and hurriedly withdrew. 

Yun Yi’s expression was very ugly. Originally he thought that Ye Yuan was just a grandmaster who held a 

position without qualifications. However, who knew that a little servant girl of his could actually defeat a 

Southern Border’s famous alchemy genius. 

More importantly, that lass was just a Five-star Alchemy God! 

“Could it be that ... this Ye Yuan is really an alchemy grandmaster?” Zheng Buqun said rather hesitantly. 

Yun Yi smiled coldly and said, “Have you seen before a thousand years old alchemy grandmaster? Unless 

he’s the Medicine Ancestor’s personal disciple, otherwise ... don’t even think about it!” 

Zheng Buqun could not help choking, also feeling that he was thinking too much. 

Wanting to reach the grandmaster level, at least one had to be at the middle or late-stage Dao Realm 

too. 

The breakthrough of Alchemy Dao was far too difficult. Forget about Dao Realm, even the difficulty level 

of Initial Realm was tremendous. 

Only at the Cloudpill Summit could one see so many middle and late-stage Initial Realms, or even peak 

Initial Realm powerhouses. 

As for those in the Dao Realm, there were far too few! 

And after reaching the Dao Realm, every scrap and iota of advancement was extremely difficult. 

Just like Empyrean Flutterfeather, there was the accumulation of countless years of effort before he had 

his present realm. 

Even so, without sky-high talent, even if giving a person tens of millions of years, the person might not 

be able to reach the grand completion Dao Realm no matter what. 

Those coming to take part in the Cloudpill Summit this time were mostly genius alchemists at the three 

to five thousand age bracket. For Yun Yi to be able to reach the initial-stage Dao Realm at this age, it was 

already shockingly talented. 
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As for grandmaster, how was that possible? 

“Heh heh, if he can reach grandmaster standard at this age, forget about us, even Great Grandpa and 

Empyrean Flutterfeather they all, wouldn’t they become a joke?” Yun Yi said with a cold laugh. 

Zheng Buqun nodded and said, “What Brother Yun Yi said is extremely right! Looks like this lass still has 

some strength. It’s just that being able to beat Du Ruofei was also just good luck!” 

Yun Yi nodded his head and said, “It’s only natural!” 

However, the things that developed next completely surpassed their imaginations. 

Before long, the manservant returned again to report. He said, “Ning Siyu versus Zhan Jiaqing, perfect 

victory!” 

“Ning Siyu versus Zhan Songfang, perfect victory!” 

... 

One news after another came over, everyone inside the room was thoroughly struck senseless. 

One or two could still be said to be due to luck. 

But, eliminating seven to eight in one go, could it still be luck? 

This battle lasted for four days and four nights. 

In the end, Yun Yi and the rest were long already numb. 

Ning Siyu fought 20 over matches in a row and actually suffered zero defeat! 

This kind of strength had blown up no idea how many people’s eyeballs. 

The current eastern-street marketplace was long already overcrowded. More and more alchemists were 

drawn over. 

“How can this girl’s strength be so strong? Looking at her appearance, she’s only a step away from the 

Dao Realm!” 

“The reason for the servant depends on the master. Could it be that this Grandmaster Ye is really the 

number one alchemy genius?” 

“This lass is here to take part in the Cloudpill Summit, right? This kind of strength, who can be her match 

among Five-star Alchemy Gods?” 

... 

The onlookers’ cries of exclamations repeated again and again. Currently, they were already prostrating 

on all fours in admiration toward Ning Siyu. 

To be able to crush a bunch of Six-star geniuses with Five-star Alchemy God strength, this kind of battle 

achievement was sufficient to make her shoot to fame. 



At this time, Luo Yue was covered with sweat. The shock in his heart was already unable to use words to 

describe. 

He was not some random Tom, Dick, and Harry. His Alchemy Dao was already comprehended to late-

stage Initial Realm. He was just a step away from grand completion. 

But even so, after he fought with Ning Siyu for four hours, he was already firmly suppressed by Ning 

Siyu. 

At this time, he already had no way of remedying the situation and was unable to salvage his defeat 

anymore. 

These few days, he had been observing Ning Siyu the entire time. 

From the initial disdain to shock, then to stupefaction, he long did not have the initial-most 

underestimating heart anymore. 

But he was still confident in himself. 

According to his observations, Ning Siyu’s Alchemy Dao strength was also merely at the late-stage Initial 

Realm. She was around the same as him. 

But his age was a little older than Ning Siyu. So he was confident that he would not lose to Ning Siyu. 

But after the face-off, he discovered that he was wrong very quickly! 

Ning Siyu flowed continuously when refining pills, seemingly like the sea that stretched long and 

unbroken, without any weaknesses to exploit at all. 

In the four-hour contest, he did not find any opportunity at all. 

Suddenly, he felt Ning Siyu’s aura grow stronger and stronger, sharper and fiercer. 

Luo Yue felt that this opponent in front of him was like a celestial deity that descended to the mortal 

world, her aura became incomparably mighty. 

The powerful aura crushed over like toppling mountains and overturning the seas. 

“Puhwark!” 

Finally, he could not withstand it and spurted out a mouthful of blood. 

He looked at Ning Siyu with a look of astonishment, full of disbelief. 

“She ... She actually broke through!” 

Ye Yuan looked at Ning Siyu, his face revealing a look of relief. 

The reason why he brought Ning Siyu to Cloudpill Great Imperial Capital was in order to find a 

breakthrough opportunity for her. 

With so many geniuses gathering, this was clearly the best occasion to train. 



Ning Siyu also did not let him down. Under Ye Yuan’s tremendous pressure, her courage mounted as the 

fights progressed, finally breaking through to the grand completion Initial Realm. 

Taking this step, she would be able to push forward toward the goal of Dao Realm. 

“Grand completion Initial Realm! A Five-star Alchemy God could reach grand completion Initial Realm! 

This ... What kind of talent is this!” 

“Why has such a genius never been heard of before in the past?” 

“Could it be that this girl was really groomed by Grandmaster Ye? But ... But his age isn’t even as old as 

this lass!” 

... 

There were cries of exclamations all around. Currently, they unwittingly started to waver about Ye 

Yuan’s strength. 

At this time, Ning Siyu slowly opened her eyes and said coolly, “What does a Five-star Alchemy God 

reaching Initial Realm count for? When His Excellency was at Three-star Alchemy God, he already 

stepped into the Dao Realm! He is the true genius!” 

Breaking through to the grand completion Initial Realm, Ning Siyu felt that her state of mind was already 

totally different. 

Originally, she thought that her strength could not compete with these ancient families’ descendants. 

But now, she was filled with confidence! 

She already could not find an opponent among her peers. 

Weren’t these Six-star Alchemy Gods defeated at her hands too? 

But the more it was so, the more she felt that Ye Yuan was unfathomable. 

The comprehension of Initial Realm was already so difficult, so how did Ye Yuan comprehend Dao Realm 

at Heaven Glimpse Realm? 

Could he not bear the name of number one alchemy genius? 

In Ning Siyu’s heart, the Medicine Ancestor was also merely thus, right? 

It was just that her words caused a mighty uproar in the crowd. 

“What? Three-star Alchemy God, Dao Realm? This ... This isn’t joking around, right?!” 

“Impossible! Absolutely impossible! If it’s really like this, then wouldn’t so-called geniuses become a 

joke?” 

“This lass, even if she won, there’s also no need to elevate that punk like this, right? Saying this sort of 

word, there also has to be someone who believes it!” 

... 



Ning Siyu reached grand completion Initial Realm when at Five-star Alchemy God; this was already 

outrageous to hear. 

Now, she actually said that Ye Yuan comprehended Dao Realm when at Three-star, this was complete 

utter nonsense! 

Reaching the Dao Realm when at the Three-star Alchemy God Realm, then him being at the Six-star 

Alchemy God Realm now, what kind of realm was he in? 

At this time, Ye Yuan slowly stood up, went to Luo Yue’s side, and said coolly, “Looks like your bit of 

strength isn’t able to obtain the qualifications to challenge me. Go back and train more. Perhaps one day 

in the future, you’ll have the qualifications to challenge me.” 
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“Your Excellency, I won! I really won! It turns out that my strength is actually already so strong!” 

Beside Ye Yuan, Ning Siyu danced with joy, becoming like a different person from the queen just now. 

This feeling right now made her have a feeling of transforming from a swallow into a phoenix. 

To Ning Siyu, the imperial capital was a massive place. 

How many geniuses were there in the entire Southern Border? 

This level of alchemy battle was not what she, a little girl who came from the countryside, could take 

part in at all. 

But after exchanging blows with Luo Yue they all, she suddenly discovered that it turns out she had long 

already been standing on the same starting line as the entire Southern Border’s geniuses under His 

Excellency’s guidance. 

No, wait! It should be that she had walked even further! 

These so-called ancient families’ descendants, alchemy geniuses, were actually all defeated at her 

hands. 

Even thinking about it now, Ning Siyu felt rather incredulous. 

Ye Yuan said, “These people were merely instigated by others. Their strength isn’t considered strong. In 

this Cloudpill Summit, the true geniuses should have already stepped into the Dao Realm.” 

Ning Siyu’s gaze turned intent and she said in surprise, “So impressive?” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “But you don’t need to belittle yourself either. Wanting to step into the Dao 

Realm, they are at least Six-star Alchemy Gods. Among Five-star Alchemy Gods, your strength can 

practically sweep through already.” 

Ning Siyu said solemnly, “Siyu won’t lose face for Your Excellency!” 

Ye Yuan nodded his head and brought Ning Siyu and left, only leaving behind the crowd with stunned 

expressions. 
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... 

“Young Master Yun, Ning Siyu and Luo Yue fought hard for more than four hours. Finally, Ning Siyu 

broke through to the grand completion Initial Realm, overpowering Luo Yue. All 23 ancient families’ 

alchemy geniuses were defeated!” 

After listening entirely to the manservant’s report, there was death-like silence inside the box room. 

Originally wanted to take Ye Yuan down a notch and make him reveal his true colors. Who knew that 

they helped Ye Yuan’s maidservant achieve her aim. 

The Cloudpill Summit’s great battle had yet to start and Ning Siyu’s great name was likely going to echo 

throughout Cloudpill. 

An ancient family’s descendant suddenly said, “T-This Ning Siyu’s strength is likely also a top ten 

existence when placed among Six-star Alchemy Gods!” 

“To be able to teach such a terrifying maidservant, could he ...” 

Ning Siyu’s performance finally made these people start to waver. 

“Impossible!” Yun Yi denied this guess firmly and said coldly, “I understand! This lass must be the 

protective talisman that Empyrean Flutterfeather gave Ye Yuan. Ning Siyu is probably Empyrean 

Flutterfeather’s beloved disciple! You guys, think about it yourselves. What were you doing when you 

were a thousand plus years old? Even if he’s exceptionally talented, it’s also impossible to reach the 

realm of grandmaster, isn’t that so?” 

The moment Zheng Buqun heard, his eyes also lit up and he said with a nod, “What Brother Yun Yi says 

is right, we were nearly hoodwinked! It’s just that, I didn’t expect that Empyrean Flutterfeather actually 

brought up such a formidable disciple. Given time, there will likely be another genius figure in the 

Southern Border’s alchemy world!” 

Everyone secretly nodded when they heard it. They had no way of refuting. 

“Brother Yun Yi, this punk concealed himself too deeply. What should we do?” An ancient family’s 

descendant said. 

Yun Yi had an appearance like everything was planned out as he said with a faint smile, “Relax. He can 

avoid for a moment, but he can’t avoid for life. Our statuses are a little low, but don’t you all forget, 

there are still those grandmasters! Moreover ... you all don’t forget, there’s still Empyrean Purplewing! 

Brother Buqun, this will have to rely on you!” 

Zheng Buqun and Yun Yi exchanged a glance and could not help laughing. 

... 

Inside a luxurious pavilion in the inner-city, powerful undulations spread out. 

But after these undulations came into contact with the pavilion’s array formation, they were 

extinguished very quickly. 

“Condense!” 



Suddenly, a cold cry came over. 

Pill formed! 

“Excellent skills! Brother Purplewing’s strength is a notch higher compared to the last Cloudpill Summit!” 

“Impressive! Impressive! This Blue Sky Zenith Pill, this Empyrean has attempted many times, but I 

couldn’t refine it from start to end. I didn’t expect that Brother Purplewing actually succeeded in one 

try!” 

Beside the medicinal cauldron, the Empyrean Purplewing dressed in purple robes revealed a hint of 

smugness on his face. 

“Heh, originally, this Empyrean didn’t plan on coming this time. But I couldn’t simply accept Brother 

Pilljade’s boundless hospitality. That’s why I agreed to it with great difficulty,” Empyrean Purplewing 

said with a smile. It was just that the smile was rather awkward. 

After he knew that Empyrean Flutterfeather gave the grandmaster token to a snotty brat. There was no 

need to mention how enraged he was. 

But Empyrean Flutterfeather’s status was above his. He also could not go and find the other party to 

reason it out. He naturally had a stomach full of anger. 

Originally, he did not plan on coming. But Empyrean Pilljade issued an invitation to him. 

Considering Empyrean Pilljade’s face, he naturally had to give. 

He came, but this hurdle in his heart could not be cleared no matter what. 

Inside this pavilion were all Empyrean powerhouses, Seven-star Alchemy Gods. 

The Cloudpill Summit was not merely just the stage for those genius alchemists to exhibit themselves. 

Actually, the top priority was their exchange, these Seven-star Alchemy Gods. 

Alchemy Dao entering Seven-star, the effort expended that was required for each improvement made, 

was calculated with tens of thousands of years. 

During this kind of exchange, everyone each took what they were good at, and could naturally help each 

other forward. 

A Seven-star Alchemy God said, “Sigh! Also don’t know how Brother Flutterfeather thinks, to actually 

give the grandmaster token to a brat still wet behind his ears. His status is even above ours. How will 

we, these old fellows, put our faces?” 

Empyrean Purplewing chuckled and said, “Perhaps that kid’s Alchemy Dao is really exceedingly 

formidable, crushing us at a young age? Brother Flutterfeather naturally has his reason to do so.” 

On the outside, Empyrean Flutterfeather and him, Empyrean Purplewing, were both Empyreans under 

Heavenly Emperor Myriad Treasure’s command. He naturally could not be too diametrically opposed 

when talking. 

But the sourness in the implied and explicit meaning of his words, even a pig could discern it. 



Being ridden on top of his head by a Six-star Alchemy God, this taste was not pleasant. 

At this time, an Empyrean powerhouse came forward to urge, “It’s still Brother Purplewing who is 

broadminded! Your strength, all of us has a score in our hearts and don’t need a grandmaster token to 

affirm it at all. Apart from the seven great holy lands’ masters, Brother Purplewing’s strength is also the 

pinnacle-most existence among grandmasters.” 

Empyrean Purplewing smiled and said, “Brother Zheng is too kind! There is always someone better, and 

heaven beyond heaven! This Empyrean came this time primarily to catch up with everyone and have 

exchanges.” 

The Empyrean powerhouse speaking was precisely the Zheng Family’s ancestor, Seven-star Alchemy 

God, Zheng Qiyuan. 

A few days ago, he heard Zheng Buqun’s report, saying that Ye Yuan was incomparably arrogant and 

looked down on the Zheng Family. 

Zheng Qiyuan naturally flew into a great rage after hearing it. A mere Six-star Alchemy God actually 

dared to challenge him? 

Holding a grandmaster token and he really took himself to be a grandmaster? 

This brat that came from God knows where was also arrogant to the extreme. 

Zheng Qiyuan smiled and said, “Currently in the city, the rumors are that Ye Yuan is the Myriad Treasure 

Bodhidharma’s newly-ascended genius disciple. Empyrean Flutterfeather only gave the grandmaster 

token to him due to being coerced by Heavenly Emperor Myriad Treasure’s pressure. Brother 

Purplewing, you’re also under Lord Myriad Treasure, wonder if there’s such a thing?” 

“Bullshit genius disciple! There’s no such person in the Myriad Treasure Bodhidharma at all!” Empyrean 

Purplewing could not refrain from cursing. 

Zheng Qiyuan was also slightly surprised when he heard. His thinking was the same as Zheng Buqun. He 

did not expect that Ye Yuan did not come from the Myriad Treasure Bodhidharma at all. 

“So that’s how it is! Then I’m very perplexed, Brother Purplewing! How about this, we invite him over to 

our conference? Everyone will help you vent this frustration!” Zheng Qiyuan said. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2025: Not Treating Himself as an Outsider 

“Ye Yuan, somebody sent an invitation over earlier. The person said to let you open it personally.” Ning 

Siyu handed an invitation to Ye Yuan. 

Ye Yuan opened it and took a look, and his brows could not help knitting together. 

Ning Siyu also had a curious face. Moving closer to take a look, she discovered that it turned out it was 

an invitation to an alchemy gathering. 

“Your Excellency, these are all Empyrean powerhouses, Seven-star Alchemy Gods! Tsk tsk, grandmasters 

are grandmasters, even the treatment is different,” Ning Siyu smiled and said. 
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Ye Yuan laughed in spite of himself and said, “Grandmaster? Huhu, there’s probably an ulterior motive, 

right?” 

Ning Siyu was stunned but reacted very quickly. 

In her heart, Ye Yuan was a powerhouse on the same level as these Seven-star Alchemy Gods. So her 

first reaction when she saw the invitation was that Ye Yuan was very impressive. 

But as long as one thought about it slightly, they would know that something was not right. 

She thought so, but they did not think that way! 

Could those Empyreans have a high opinion of Ye Yuan, this Six-star Alchemy God? 

“Like that huh? Then we aren’t going?” Ning Siyu said. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Go. Why aren’t we going? Being able to become a Seven-star Alchemy God, 

there’s bound to be some saving grace. Since that’s the case, what’s the harm in going to interact with 

them?” 

Ye Yuan agreeing to come to the Cloudpill Summit was aiming at these Seven-star Alchemy Gods. 

Reaching the realm of Seven-star Alchemy God Realm, each one could not be underestimated. 

Ye Yuan had never doubted his alchemy talent, but he would also never be arrogant and conceited. 

Back then, in Cloudmarsh City, he fought fiercely for several thousand matches. It was not in order to 

deliberately show off his talent but to learn widely from others’ strong points. 

And after that, he indeed learned a lot from other people. His alchemy strength also improved at a 

tremendous pace. 

Coming to Cloudpill Great Imperial Capital this time, his goal was also the same. 

As for Luo Yue those people, they were not worth mentioning at all in Ye Yuan’s eyes. He naturally could 

not be bothered to take action. 

What’s the point of making a Heavenly Emperor powerhouse and a Celestial Deity martial artist discuss 

about Martial Dao. 

Wanting to converse with Ye Yuan as equals, they needed to be at the middle-stage Dao Realm at the 

very least. 

Ning Siyu hesitated and said, “But these people are clearly harboring ill-intent!” 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “Want to make things difficult for me, they at least got to reach Brother 

Flutterfeather’s strength too. Just the likes of them aren’t qualified enough.” 

By the side, Ning Siyu had a besotted appearance. 

This calm confidence seemed played down, but actually, that sort of might was established on the 

foundation of countless victories. 



This kind of imposing momentum was even stronger than that kind of imposing momentum which 

showed disdain on all under the heavens. 

And this kind of man naturally attracted women even more. 

But Ning Siyu had long given up on this thought. She knew that His Excellency had fetters in his heart. 

The current Ning Siyu was already very satisfied. As long as she could stay by His Excellency’s side like 

this, she was already very satisfied. 

... 

“Halt! Qiandan Pavilion is Cloudpill Great Imperial Capital’s important place. Miscellaneous personnel is 

not to enter!” 

Ye Yuan came to a tall multi-storeyed pavilion according to the address and was immediately stopped by 

a Ninth Firmament True God powerhouse. His words were full of warning. 

A Third Firmament True God dared to run here, was there a problem with his head? 

Ye Yuan took out the invitation and said coolly, “Empyrean Lumen issued the invitation to me, written 

on it is this address. It should be correct, right?” 

Seeing the invitation, the Ninth Firmament True God’s face changed, using suspicious eyes to size Ye 

Yuan up. 

Why would Empyrean Lumen invite a True God Realm here? 

Opening the invitation to take a look, the Ninth Firmament True God’s pupils constricted and he cried 

out in surprise, “You ... no ... Your Excellency, you’re Grandmaster Ye Yuan?” 

“If there’s no second Ye Yuan, it should be me.” Ye Yuan took out his grandmaster token. The other 

party’s expression instantly became incomparably awkward. 

He hurriedly returned the invitation to Ye Yuan and said in fear and trepidation, “Your Excellency please 

don’t blame this lowly one ... This lowly one really didn’t recognize Your Excellency!” 

Ye Yuan nodded his head and said, “Can I go in now?” 

The Ninth Firmament True God squeezed out a smile that was uglier than crying as he said, “O-Of 

course!” 

Looking at Ye Yuan’s back view, he had an impulse of wanting to cry. 

This Ye Yuan was seriously too confusing, being simply a massive pit. 

Currently, there were also 8000 True God Realm martial artists in Cloudpill Great Imperial Capital if 

there weren’t 10 thousand. Who knew that one of them was a grandmaster! 

Entering Qiandan Pavilion, Ye Yuan directly entered a transmission array and entered an area of space. 

There were already more than ten people in the space. They were gathered together, seemingly 

discussing something. 



These people’s auras were extremely strong. They were actually all Empyrean powerhouses! 

Seeing Ye Yuan enter, the group of Empyreans immediately stopped discussing, looking toward Ye Yuan 

collectively. 

Buzz! 

One powerful aura after another came from head-on. More than ten Empyrean powerhouses, even if 

they did not release Empyrean pressure, this sort of imposing momentum was also not what a puny 

little True God Realm could withstand. 

Among them were several gazes that were rather unfriendly. 

“A mere True God Realm dares to barge into Qiandan Pavilion, are you tired of living?” An Empyrean 

stepped out, causing powerful aura crushing over toward Ye Yuan. 

This person was none other than precisely Zheng Qiyuan. 

He naturally knew that this one in front of him was Ye Yuan. This was deliberately taking Ye Yuan down a 

notch, wanting to see the appearance of Ye Yuan being frightened until he peed his pants. 

Except, he was disappointed. 

Ye Yuan stood there lazily just like that as if nothing happened. 

What a joke! Empyrean Realm was powerful, but wanting to scare Ye Yuan just based on a bit of 

Empyrean pressure, Zheng Qiyuan was clearly thinking too much. 

It was only to see Ye Yuan completely ignore Zheng Qiyuan. Sweeping a glance over everyone’s faces, he 

opened his mouth and said coolly, “Which one is Brother Lumen, I’m Ye Yuan.” 

Seeing Ye Yuan’s composed appearance, the group of Empyreans was all secretly surprised. 

Forget about a Third Firmament True God, even if a Ninth Firmament True God entered here, they 

would not even dare to breathe loudly! 

Let alone that Zheng Qiyuan even released his Empyrean pressure. 

But Ye Yuan was not affected at all. 

This kid was not simple! 

This was the first impression that Ye Yuan gave everyone. 

Zheng Qiyuan stood there awkwardly as if he was making a fool of himself. 

In the middle, a middle-aged man with a stern gaze opened his mouth and said smilingly, “Huhu, turns 

out that it’s Grandmaster Ye! We’re currently discussing an ancient formula and just happen to be at a 

loss. Grandmaster Ye came right on time and can give us a pointer or two.” 

As he said, he came forward in swift steps, pulling Ye Yuan to join everyone. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Dare not say give pointers. Everybody should discuss it a bit.” 



This attitude made the group of Empyreans frown endlessly. 

This behavior seemingly made himself as someone in the same generation as the group of Empyreans. 

Did this kid not have any score in his heart about how much capability he had? Did he really take himself 

to be a grandmaster? 

Zheng Qiyuan had just suffered a loss and currently had nowhere to vent his fury. Hearing this, he could 

not help saying with a cold smile, “Heh, truly boasting shamelessly! You, a mere Third Firmament True 

God, don’t even know if you can refine rank six divine pills or not, but you also dare to inquire about 

Seventh Firmament pill formulas?” 

Calling Ye Yuan over, this idea was given by him 

They were indeed also investigating the ancient formula. But this ancient formula was not that simple, 

they were also at a loss on what to do currently. 

But Ye Yuan postured the moment he came up. He really was not treating himself as an outsider! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2026: Ancient Formula 

Ye Yuan’s brows raised slightly, and he looked at Zheng Qiyuan with a smile that was not a smile as he 

said, “Didn’t Brother Lumen issue this invitation to me to invite me to come over and discuss together? 

Why? Can’t I discuss it?” 

Zheng Qiyuan could not help choking when he heard that, being asphyxiated by Ye Yuan badly. 

At this time, another Empyrean spoke up to rebuke, “Insolence! You, a mere True God Realm, actually 

dare to call Brother Lumen brother, where’s the sense of propriety?” 

The other Empyreans deeply felt that way too, secretly nodding their heads. 

A Third Firmament True God addressing a group of Empyreans as brothers, it sounded strange no matter 

how they listened. 

Even if Ye Yuan had a grandmaster token in his hand! 

Ye Yuan smiled slightly when he heard that. He knew that this bunch of guys felt displeased in their 

hearts. But he similarly had nothing to fear and just said coolly, “Brother Flutterfeather and I interact as 

peers. Furthermore, I have this grandmaster token in my hands, so why can’t I call Brother Lumen? 

Forget it. If everyone feels that this Ye is a hindrance here, this Ye will leave. This kind of discussion and 

exchange, forget about it!” 

Done talking, Ye Yuan turned around and walked straight for the transmission array. 

Zheng Qiyuan’s face could not help changing when he heard that. He was just very displeased looking at 

Ye Yuan’s arrogant appearance, so he attacked Ye Yuan non-stop. 

But if Ye Yuan really left, wouldn’t their carefully arranged scheme be in vain? 

They did it in order to nauseate Ye Yuan. Now, it became a problem; it gave Ye Yuan a way out now. 
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Empyrean Lumen chuckled and hurriedly stopped Ye Yuan, saying, “Wait a minute, Grandmaster Ye! 

These guys are all feeling psychologically shocked. Honestly speaking, I’m very interested in 

Grandmaster Ye. Brother Flutterfeather’s eyes are very discerning. For Grandmaster Ye to be able to be 

valued highly by him, you’re bound to be extraordinary!” 

Ye Yuan just sneered coldly in his heart. One was being the bad cop, the other was the good cop? 

What a deep scheme! 

Except, what did Ye Yuan have to fear? 

“It’s not to the extent of being extraordinary, but exchanging a little with everyone, this Ye still has this 

qualification!” Ye Yuan’s eyes narrowed slightly as he said coolly. 

What a conceited brat! 

The group of Empyreans also could not resist sucking in a cold breath. 

Such an arrogant True God Realm, it was still their first time seeing. 

“Haha, that’s of course! People who get the grandmaster token naturally have the qualifications to 

discuss in-depth with us! Come, come, come, this is your seat, Grandmaster Ye.” 

Empyrean Lumen pulled Ye Yuan back again, pressing him on his seat. 

This seat was shockingly right beside Empyrean Lumen. 

“Everyone, be seated, be seated. Come, Grandmaster Ye. Let me introduce us fellow daoists to you. This 

Empyrean is Lumen, East Heaven Great Imperial Capital’s Empyrean Windrider’s good friend.” Empyrean 

Lumen said to Ye Yuan. 

Ye Yuan nodded and said, “I pay respects to Brother Lumen.” 

Zheng Qiyuan smiled coldly and said, “Brother Lumen is an authentic grandmaster!” 

He was afraid of angering Ye Yuan and that he would run away again. But everyone understood the 

meaning in his words. 

Empyrean Lumen was an authentic grandmaster, while Ye Yuan was naturally a fake grandmaster! 

Ye Yuan could not be bothered with him, but he was also secretly shocked in his heart. 

it turned out that this Empyrean Lumen was actually a possessor of a grandmaster token too. No 

wonder these people all respected him. 

Ye Yuan cupped his fists and said, “Sorry for any disrespect.” 

His impression of Empyrean Lumen was not good. This guy clearly plotted this scheme to humiliate him. 

Empyrean Lumen chuckled and said, “What grandmaster? This Empyrean just benefited from Brother 

Windrider’s light, that’s all, it’s not worth mentioning. Rather, it’s Grandmaster Ye who shows great 

promise at a young age! Back then, hearing that a True God Realm grandmaster will be coming to the 

Cloudpill Summit this time, this Empyrean got a big shock! Come, come, come! Introduce to you more. 



This is Empyrean Purplewing, also a good friend of Brother Flutterfeather just like you. His alchemy 

strength isn’t weaker than mine!” 

Ye Yuan looked at Empyrean Purplewing rather surprisedly. He did not expect that they actually met 

here. 

Hearing Lumen’s introduction, the group of Empyreans all looked at Ye Yuan with gloating faces, 

wanting to see whether this kid would feel embarrassed or not. 

Snatched people’s grandmaster token. Now, ran into the real owner, aren’t you embarrassed? 

Who knew that Ye Yuan clasped his hands at Empyrean Purplewing very calmly and said with a smile, “I 

pay respects to Brother Purplewing.” 

“Snort!” 

Empyrean Purplewing’s brows furrowed, snorting coldly and ignoring Ye Yuan. 

Everyone had amazed expression. This kid ... had such thick skin! 

Empyrean Lumen introduced one by one, Ye Yuan also greeted one by one. 

When he was introduced to Zheng Qiyuan, he finally knew why this guy was targeting him. 

It turned out that this guy was the Zheng Family’s ancestor, that Seven-star Alchemy God. 

But he took no notice of it. This Zheng Qiyuan’s strength was ranked in the middle and lower levels 

among this group of people, what threat could he pose to him? 

Ye Yuan understood in his heart, Empyrean Lumen’s introduction under this kind of occasion would 

definitely be according to the ranking in strength. 

Zheng Qiyuan’s ranking was very far back, clearly indicating that his strength was not strong. 

As for the rest, no one showed him any good attitude either. 

You, a True God Realm, were posturing in front of us, a bunch of Empyreans, still want to show you a 

good attitude? 

Ye Yuan had a score in his heart and also could not be bothered to fuss over it. 

“Oh, right, we were discussing an ancient formula earlier and just happened to have no clues. Since 

Grandmaster Ye came, why not talk about your view?” Empyrean Lumen said smilingly. 

Ye Yuan nodded his head and said, “Can you let this Ye take a look at this ancient formula?” 

Empyrean Lumen nodded and said, “That’s of course!” 

As he said, he reached his hand out in front of him and swiped. A light screen appeared in front of Ye 

Yuan. 

“This ancient formula is called Seven Treasure Cloud Wind Pill. There are clear indications of seven core 

ingredients in the pill formula. But inside this incomplete pill formula, there are only four core 

ingredients. The other three kinds are unknown. These few days, after we’ve discussed, we’ve 



confirmed a core ingredient. But there are still two that can’t be confirmed. The various fellow daoists 

have raised many opinions, but in the end, it was all proven incorrect,” Empyrean Lumen introduced. 

Ye Yuan looked at this pill formula and was immediately attracted. 

This was an extremely high difficulty rank seven divine pill. Inklings could be seen from the seven core 

ingredients. 

Very soon, Ye Yuan fell into hard thinking. 

So many Seven-star Alchemy Gods already discussed for as long as a month and only deduced one core 

ingredient. Clearly, gathering seven of them was not that easy. 

Even if it was Ye Yuan, it also could not be deduced in a short while. 

As for rank seven spirit medicines, Ye Yuan had long already started researching. 

He had the Sacred Ancestor’s inheritance in his brain, rank seven spirit medicines were naturally nothing 

difficult. 

Seeing Ye Yuan’s appearance, the group of Empyrean’s faces was full of disdain. 

Zheng Qiyuan had a fake smile as he said, “Pretty good at putting up an appearance, it’s just that we 

don’t know how much capability you have! This is a level seven difficulty rank seven divine pill. I even 

suspect whether he can understand the pill formula or not!” 

Empyrean Purplewing also responded with a sneer, saying, “This seat has already researched for more 

than a month and swapped out several hundred types of rank seven spirit medicines. But there was 

nothing gleaned. Even if he has some capability, he can forget about perceiving anything within half a 

month.” 

At this time, another Empyrean smiled and said, “Even if he can really understand it, I’m afraid the 

suggestions he proposed, we’d have long already discussed them before. In my view, we’d best continue 

discussing, see what tricks he can come up with.” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2027: Instantly Understood 

The current Ye Yuan already put his body and mind into the pill formula. 

These people’s discussion, he did not hear a single word of it. 

When Lumen saw this scene, a hint of surprise flashed across his eyes. 

This focus level was also too terrifying, right? 

Was Ye Yuan pretending to be profound? 

Maybe not! 

This kind of focused expression could not be intentionally made. 
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But he also knew that for Ye Yuan to want to digest this ancient formula, it would definitely need a very 

long time. So he said, “Then ... Let’s continue discussing.” 

“May I ask, Brother Lumen, what was the fifth kind of spirit medicine that everybody deduced?” Just as 

everyone was planning on continuing to discuss, Ye Yuan suddenly opened his mouth and asked. 

Empyrean Lumen was taken aback when he heard that and said, “The fifth kind of spirit medicine was 

proposed by Brother Purplewing. He felt that it should be Element Heart Illusionary Love Grass. We’ve 

discussed for as long as half a month and unanimously feel that the fifth kind of spirit medicine is it!” 

Empyrean Purplewing said with a proud look, his eyes when looking at Ye Yuan was full of provocation. 

However, Ye Yuan did not look at him at all but frowned and was lost in thought. 

Everyone looked at him with baffled faces, not knowing what this meant. 

“Could it be that Grandmaster Ye has some views?” Empyrean Lumen asked curiously. 

Ye Yuan suddenly shook his head and said, “The fifth type of spirit medicine isn’t the Element Heart 

Illusionary Love Grass.” 

The moment the voice landed, Empyrean Purplewing’s face turned black and he almost lost it. 

“Humph! This lad is wildly arrogant! The result that we unanimously approved of, you want to 

overthrow it with one word? Brat, I’ve tolerated you for very long! Don’t put on an act if you don’t 

know!” Empyrean Purplewing said in a thunderous rage. 

The others also secretly found it funny, watching the show by the side. 

Empyrean Purplewing finally could not hold back anymore. 

Zheng Qiyuan had a gloating expression on his face as he said disdainfully, “In less than 15 minute’s time 

from start to end, you denied the result that we discussed for half a month? Brat, you’re very capable! 

Why don’t you say why the Element Heart Illusionary Love Grass is wrong?” 

Even Empyrean Lumen also frowned slightly and said, “Grandmaster Ye, the Seven Treasure Cloud Wind 

Pill is a wind-attribute medicinal pill. Qing You Lian, Qingluo Yunzan, Flowing Cloud Daywind Fruit, and 

Redundant Spirit Flower; these four kinds of spirit medicines are all wind-attribute spirit medicines 

among rank seven spirit medicines. The one that is most compatible with them is none other than the 

Element Heart Illusionary Love Grass. What is inappropriate?” 

Ye Yuan did not speak. His eyes glued on the pill formula on the light screen. 

The group of Empyreans sneered coldly without ceasing. They already confirmed that this kid was simply 

holding a position without qualifications. 

Furthermore, their tolerance already reached the limit. 

If you really had the ability, then it was naturally another matter altogether. But you were full of shit and 

still wanted to posture here, then it was your wrong. 



“Heh heh, what a fine Grandmaster Ye. This is the in-depth discussion that you spoke of? Stop making a 

spectacle of yourself here. The world of Seven-star Alchemy Gods is what you’ll never be able to 

imagine!” Zheng Qiyuan finally caught the chance and said with a cold smile. 

“Young man, stop pretending to know when you don’t! It’s not that by holding a grandmaster token 

you’ll really be a grandmaster.” 

“Ignorant! Kid, this place isn’t a place that you should come, hurry up and get lost!” 

... 

The group of Empyrean already completely lost patience. Today’s trap already completely stripped Ye 

Yuan off. 

This guy was a complete and utter conman! 

The grandmaster token in his hands was simply a kind of insult. 

However, Ye Yuan did not seem to have heard their words. His eyes were still staring fixedly at the light 

screen. 

Zheng Qiyuan snorted coldly. Reaching his hand out to grab at Ye Yuan, he even said, “Asked you to get 

lost, didn’t hear?” 

But his hands had not touched Ye Yuan yet, and suddenly Ye Yuan opened his mouth. 

“It’s true that the Seven Treasure Cloud Wind Pill is a wind-attribute medicinal pill. The other four types 

are also indeed wind-attribute spirit medicines. On the surface, it looks like the Element Heart 

Illusionary Love Grass is indeed the most suitable fifth type of spirit medicine. But the composition style 

of this medicinal pill isn’t like this!’ Ye Yuan ruminated as he said this. 

“Oh? Pray tell!” Empyrean Lumen said with great interest. 

Zheng Qiyuan withdrew his hand resentfully. His expression was seemingly embarrassed. 

Ye Yuan continued explaining, “When placed in a medicinal pill, an attribute can have thousands, tens of 

thousands, even hundreds of thousands of ways of expression. The former four types of spirit medicines 

looked to be disorderly and unsystematic, but actually, they abide by a kind of rule, that is the speed 

characteristic of wind-attribute. But the Element Heart Illusionary Love Grass clearly doesn’t belong to 

this category ...” 

Ye Yuan spoke with confidence and composure, making everyone’s faces become solemn. 

He analyzed the four types of spirit medicines in detail. The attributes that each type of spirit medicine 

contained as well as the pairing between spirit medicines, he spoke about it as if enumerating his 

family’s heritage. 

The expression on everyone’s faces went from the initial-most disdain, to shock, then to deep thought 

later. 

Unknowingly, they were already completely drawn in by the things Ye Yuan said as if they were students 

that were listening respectfully to their teacher. 



Empyrean Lumen was extremely shocked in his heart. He had never considered these things before. 

The thing that they discussed for more than a month was actually totally repudiated by Ye Yuan in 15 

minutes! 

This bit of time was roughly just enough for Ye Yuan to skim through the ancient formula once. 

Could it be that ... Ye Yuan only swept one glance and already completely understood the pill formula? 

Instantly understood? 

This ... How horrifying did this kind of comprehension ability have to be! 

Could it be that this guy did not need to use his brain? 

The more Empyrean Lumen thought, the more terrified he felt. 

He discovered that Ye Yuan’s understanding of Alchemy Dao was much deeper than his, and it was 

already pointing straight at the source of Alchemy Dao. 

This kind of understanding was not what a high realm could accomplish. 

The understanding of the source of spirit medicines was not limited to realm but it could determine 

one’s realm. 

The height of Ye Yuan’s horizons made the group of Seven-star Alchemy Gods perspire from 

embarrassment. 

Zheng Qiyuan’s expression became uglier and uglier. He did not think that Ye Yuan’s understanding of 

Alchemy Dao was actually so deep, even flinging him behind several streets. 

Just this one pill formula, Ye Yuan already analyzed until he deconstructed it entirely. 

There were quite a few areas where even he, this Seven-star Alchemy God, did not understand. 

Empyrean Lumen’s eyes became brighter and brighter. Suddenly, he smacked his thighs and cried out in 

surprise, “So that’s how it is! So that’s how it is! Why didn’t I think of it? Grandmaster Ye, then in your 

view, what’s the fifth type of spirit medicine?” 

Ye Yuan’s string of words earlier gave him a feeling of being enlightened all of a sudden. 

But who knew that Ye Yuan shook his head and said, “Haven’t thought of a suitable one for the time 

being. Give me some time.” 

Saying finish this sentence, Ye Yuan closed his eyes and fell into rumination. 

He only glanced at the pill formula once after all. He could understand the pill formula, but wanting to 

make up for the spirit medicines naturally could not be done in a short while. 

The other Empyreans naturally understood. Completing a pill formula was not something that could be 

accomplished in one go. Not only did it need to undergo precise deductions, it even had to go through 

numerous trials. 

Only when the medicinal pill was refined could it be considered a complete success. 



A short 15 minutes, forget about Ye Yuan, even if the Medicine Ancestor came, he could not do it either. 

But even so, it was also sufficient to astonish the group of Empyreans. 

Those Empyreans used an expression like they had seen a ghost to look at Ye Yuan, not knowing what 

they should say. 

Was this guy really just a thousand over years old? 

Such profound understanding, even old monsters that had lived for millions of years could not match up 

too! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2028: A Wager 

The group of Seven-star Alchemy Gods all fell into rumination. 

Even Empyrean Purplewing was also recollecting the aftertaste of Ye Yuan’s words previously. 

Ye Yuan’s view was extremely profound, enlightening them greatly. 

The exchange of Alchemy Dao lay here. 

But the current Ye Yuan was already in mayhem inside his mind, unfolding a terrifying brainstorm. 

Just like that, the entire space fell into silence. 

No idea how long had passed either, Ye Yuan slowly opened both eyes. The others were all stirred. 

“Is there a result, Grandmaster Ye?” Empyrean Lumen’s eyes lit up and he asked curiously. 

Ye Yuan nodded and said, “This Ye deduced and found that three proposals have the highest likelihood. 

As for which formula is the most suitable, we need to refine them before we can know for sure.” 

Everyone looked at Ye Yuan with amazed faces, incredulity written all over their faces. 

They all, this bunch of Seven-star Alchemy Gods, researched for a month and only supplement one type 

of spirit medicine. Furthermore, it was even wrong. 

Just two days had passed and he came up with three proposals? 

Empyrean Lumen hurriedly said, “Grandmaster Ye, please quickly say!” 

Ye Yuan nodded his head and said, “There are many spirit medicines containing speed-attribute. But 

those able to conform to the four types of spirit medicines, there are only a few hundred types. After 

this Ye deduced, I finally confirmed these three proposals. The first, Xun Foliage, Deersoul Youngheart 

Fruit, and Thousand Maple Vine. The second, Fire Luan Grass, Windcry Grus, and Unity Heart Brilliant 

Fruit. The third, Thundercloud Immortal Condensing Fruit, Crimsonwind Swordtooth Grass, and Illusory 

Glass Cardamom.” 

As Ye Yuan said, the group of Seven-star Alchemy Gods immediately deduced rapidly in their heads. 

These were all major powers, whether or not the spirit medicines Ye Yuan said were somewhat 

interesting, they would be able to tell very soon. 
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But Zheng Qiyuan gave a cold snort and said, “Utter nonsense! Deersoul Youngheart Fruit is a wood-

attribute spirit medicine, Fire Luan Grass is a fire-attribute spirit medicine, and the Thundercloud 

Immortal Condensing Fruit is a thunder-attribute spirit medicine. But you’re using them to be core 

ingredients. It’s simply matching a donkey’s head to a horse’s mouth.” 

Empyrean Purplewing snorted coldly and said, “How can this kind of pairing possibly refine the Seven 

Treasure Cloud Wind Pill? Kid, could it be that you were showing off to us earlier?” 

The other Empyreans also revealed doubtful looks. Clearly, they were very much in agreement with 

Zheng Qiyuan’s way of saying things. 

The favorable impression that was just established toward Ye Yuan immediately evaporated into thin 

air. 

These three kinds of situations that Ye Yuan talked about could not possibly refine the Seven Treasure 

Cloud Wind Pill at all. 

Even Empyrean Lumen also had tightly locked brows, clearly very perplexed. 

At this time, Ye Yuan also felt a fire rose in his heart. 

Even a clay bodhisattva had some anger. This Zheng Qiyuan targeted him time and again; did he really 

take Ye Yuan to be a soft persimmon? 

It was only to see him look at Zheng Qiyuan with a smile that was not a smile, opening his mouth and 

saying, “If the medicinal pill is refined using these three proposals, what will you do?” 

Zheng Qiyuan’s expression turned stiff and he said, “That’s impossible!” 

Ye Yuan sneered and said, “Is that so? Shut your mouth up for me if you don’t have the guts. Nobody 

will take you to be a mute!” 

How could Zheng Qiyuan endure such provocation? He said in a cold voice, “If it can’t be refined, what 

will you do?” 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “If it can’t be refined, I’ll immediately hand over the grandmaster token, pack up my 

things and leave, never to refine a pill again in this lifetime! Don’t say that this Ye is bullying you. If you 

lose, your Zheng Family will withdraw from the Cloudpill Summit henceforth. Do you dare to bet or 

not?” 

Zheng Qiyuan’s face changed, clearly being frightened by Ye Yuan’s wager. 

The Zheng Family withdrawing from the Cloudpill Summit was equivalent to being isolated by the entire 

Southern Border alchemy world. 

This would be a tremendous blow to the Zheng Family. 

The others all looked at Zheng Qiyuan in great shock and discovered that he was squeezed until his 

complexion was livid. 



When Empyrean Lumen saw the situation, he hurriedly stepped forward to be a mediator, 

saying, “Huhu, everyone is a man of the same occupation. Why is there a need to make this wager and 

hurt feelings?” 

Ye Yuan sneered coldly and said, “Ever since this Ye came here, he, Zheng Qiyuan, has provoked me time 

and again. Really take this Ye to be easy to bully? Heh, really think that this Ye is young and ignorant? 

Those little bastards of your Zheng Family are unconvinced and went in front of you to lodge a 

complaint, saying that I’m not worthy of this position of grandmaster, saying that this Ye challenging you 

is conceited and arrogant. Therefore, that’s why you made things difficult in all respects. Isn’t that so?” 

Zheng Qiyuan’s complexion was incomparably ugly, full of embarrassment after being exposed. 

The other Empyreans were also very surprised, not expecting that there were actually still so many 

twists and turns in-between. 

No wonder Zheng Qiyuan was put off by Ye Yuan. It turned out that he felt that Ye Yuan swept away the 

Zheng Family’s face. 

Empyrean Purplewing’s brows furrowed, and he said with a cold smile, “Brother Zheng, messing around 

for half a day, you were using this Empyrean as an excuse huh!” 

Ever since taking part in this exchange meet, Zheng Qiyuan would always incite by the side, saying that 

Ye Yuan snatched away his position of grandmaster and so forth. 

Messing around for a long time, he was finding ground for himself and deliberately making things 

difficult for Ye Yuan! 

Zheng Qiyuan’s face changed slightly and he hurriedly explained: “That ... That was merely children 

quarreling. I genuinely feel wronged for Brother Purplewing!” 

Ye Yuan smiled coldly and said, “Whether it’s sincere or a pretense, it’s also fine. This pill formula can 

naturally explain everything. I just ask you, dare to bet or not?” 

One sentence forced Zheng Qiyuan to the corners of the wall. 

Zheng Qiyuan did not expect that a little brat was actually so astute, directly putting him on the opposite 

of all the Empyreans. 

At this time, he had no choice but to agree to it. 

Zheng Qiyuan gritted his teeth and said in a cold voice, “Bet away! Will this Empyrean be scared of you? 

This Empyrean doesn’t believe that with a different attribute you can still refine a wind-attribute 

medicinal pill!” 

Ye Yuan turned to Empyrean Lumen and said coolly, “Brother Lumen, I’ll have to trouble you for this pill 

testing.” 

Previously, Ye Yuan did not bother with Zheng Qiyuan the entire time. Empyrean Lumen even thought 

that Ye Yuan did not want to offend Zheng Qiyuan. Who knew that he did a full display of his abilities 

and keen edge the moment he made his move. 



Ye Yuan was using his alchemy profession to wager with the Zheng Family! 

Did this kid really have so much confidence? 

Was he arrogant at heart and haughty in manner? Or did he really have a well-thought-out plan? 

As for to what extent Ye Yuan’s Alchemy Dao attainments were, everyone did not doubt it anymore. 

That bout of discussion previously was absolutely not what a layman could say. 

Just based on those, Ye Yuan had the qualifications to sit and debate Dao with them. 

But just as Zheng Qiyuan said, Ye Yuan’s chances of winning were very low. 

They were all alchemy big shots. They naturally understood the characteristics of spirit medicines. What 

Zheng Qiyuan said was not wrong. 

“Sigh, really going to cause a scene to this extent? Forget it, forget it. Since that’s the case, let’s test the 

pill formulas then,” Empyrean Lumen said helplessly. 

At this time, the two people were diametrically opposed and it was clearly unable to be resolved 

anymore. Urging anymore was also useless. 

This place was also a large-scale refining room. 

As for these rank seven spirit medicines that were normally hard to lay eyes on, they could naturally be 

gathered in the Cloudpill Summit. 

Before long, three sets of spirit medicines were placed in front of everyone, 

The first one gathered Xun Foliage, Deersoul Youngheart Fruit, and Thousand Maple Vine. after 

Empyrean Lumen prepared for a while, he started refining the pill. 

Ye Yuan’s mind was very focused, fully on Empyrean Lumen’s pill refinement, as if the wager did not 

have the slightest thing to do with him. 

Empyrean Lumen was indeed worthy of being a grandmaster of his generation. His alchemy strength 

astounded all around. Even Ye Yuan also had a rare feeling of admiration. 

Only this realm of powerhouse had the qualifications to debate on Dao with him! 

But, after four hours, a puff suddenly came from inside the medicinal cauldron. 

Failed! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2029: As You Wish! 

“Hahaha! I said it, right? This kind of combination, it’s totally impossible to refine the Seven Treasure 

Cloud Wind Pill!” 

Seeing Empyrean Lumen failed, Zheng Qiyuan immediately had an ecstatic look. 

It was just that there was no one who concurred with him at all. 
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The laughter gradually stopped, Zheng Qiyuan had an embarrassed look and could only laugh dryly twice 

and brush it off. 

Except, his eyes when looking at Ye Yuan became even more baleful. 

If not for this brat, he also would not be isolated by everyone. 

Empyrean Lumen looked toward Ye Yuan and said, “Grandmaster Ye, when this Empyrean was refining 

just now, there was always a wood-attribute energy messing things up inside. The medicinal pill wasn’t 

able to condense at all. This method ... doesn’t work!” 

The others all looked at Ye Yuan, revealing worried looks. 

Once he failed, Ye Yuan would not be able to refine pills anymore in this life. 

To an alchemist, this was simply worse than even killing him. 

Especially that Ye Yuan’s attainments in alchemy were even so high. 

However, Ye Yuan seemed to be completely fine. He just said coolly, “Since it doesn’t work, change to 

the second kind then.” 

Empyrean Lumen nodded his head and started refining the pill according to the second proposal. 

Ye Yuan watched with a calm expression, but his views on Empyrean Lumen gradually changed. 

Looks like he misunderstood him. 

Empyrean Lumen was clearly different from the rest. Calling him over was not in order to embarrass 

him, but purely wanting to see his strength. 

About this point, Ye Yuan could see from his attitude in refining pills. 

With Ye Yuan’s eyesight, even if Empyrean Lumen did any cheating actions, how could it escape his 

eyes? 

However, the first proposal’s failure was clearly a problem of the spirit medicines’ combination and not 

Empyrean Lumen’s lack of effort. 

Time slowly trickled by, fine beads of sweat also seeped out on Empyrean Lumen’s forehead. 

His control of the medicinal cauldron fell shorter and shorter of his wishes. 

Finally, there was another puff. It failed again! 

All of the Empyreans’ faces changed slightly. This was the second failure. It also represented that Ye 

Yuan did not have a way out anymore. 

“Heh, Brother Lumen, this time, it should be the fire-attribute power causing trouble, right? Next, it 

should be the thunder-attribute’s turn! This kind of low-level mistake, any alchemist wouldn’t make it. 

He actually pledged in all solemnity, saying that it will definitely succeed. Truly ignorant! In my view, he’s 

completely clueless about alchemy and is simply a pretty vase! That speech previously was likely taught 

to him by Brother Flutterfeather.” 



Two failures made Zheng Qiyuan’s confidence soar. He was more and more certain that his thinking was 

correct. 

As it should be, pure wind-attribute spirit medicines mixing in other attributes, how to integrate? 

Empyrean Purplewing’s brows furrowed slightly and he said, “Grandmaster Ye, why not ... forget about 

it? As long as you open your mouth, this Empyrean and Brother Flutterfeather will speak up to bail you 

out. Absolutely no one will dare to do anything to you!” 

Hearing this, Zheng Qiyuan’s face could not help changing. 

“Brother Purplewing, are you oppressing people by force?” Zheng Qiyuan said in a solemn voice. 

Empyrean Purplewing said coolly, “So what if yes?” 

“You!” Zheng Qiyuan could not help choking. 

In this land of Southern Border, Empyrean Purplewing was still alright, but Empyrean Flutterfeather’s 

status was too revered. 

His Zheng Family was at the very most a third-rate holy land, being far worse than even Lustrous Gold 

Great Imperial Capital. 

Now, seeing as Ye Yuan was about to lose, Empyrean Purplewing actually took Ye Yuan’s side. Could it 

be that he did not mind Ye Yuan snatching his grandmaster token? 

Right at this time, Ye Yuan said coolly, “Brother Purplewing’s good intentions, this Ye appreciates it. 

However, this Ye am a man of my word and naturally won’t renege. Isn’t there still another formula? 

The victor hasn’t been decided!” 

Hearing this, the group of Empyreans could not help secretly shaking their heads. 

Still young in the end! 

Ruining his brilliant future to show off momentary bravery, was there a need? 

Moreover, there was still Empyrean Flutterfeather and Empyrean Purplewing, this level of big shots 

vouching for him. 

But Zheng Qiyuan was overjoyed in his heart. But he had a sneer on his face as he said, “Brat, stop 

saying it with such dignified airs. Aren’t you relying on the fact that you have Brother Flutterfeather 

backing you up? So you’re emboldened by support?” 

Ye Yuan gave him a nonchalant glance and said, “Don’t you just want to goad me into swearing a 

Heavenly Dao Oath? As you wish!” 

Done talking, Ye Yuan swore a Heavenly Dao Oath in front of everybody. 

Everyone stared dumbfoundedly with agape mouths! 

This ... This little fellow was also too capricious, right? 



At this point, Ye Yuan’s chance of winning was already extremely small, he actually swore a Heavenly 

Dao Oath. 

With this, even if Empyrean Flutterfeather’s means were immensely formidable, there was also no way 

out. 

“Now, it’s your turn,” Ye Yuan looked at Zheng Qiyuan and said coolly. 

Zheng Qiyuan chuckled and said, “This wager, you will lose for sure. So what if this Empyrean swears a 

Heavenly Dao Oath?” 

Finished talking, Zheng Qiyuan also swore a Heavenly Dao Oath. 

Empyrean Purplewing shook his head with a pitying look. 

This Ye Yuan was a member of the Myriad Treasure Tower no matter what, but being rendered unable 

to refine pills because of this kind of dispute caused by personal feelings, it was too regrettable. 

“Brother Lumen, begin then!” Zheng Qiyuan had a smile all over his face as he looked at Empyrean 

Lumen and said. 

Empyrean Lumen sighed slightly and started the third refinement. 

Time slowly trickled by, it was very calm the whole time inside the medicinal cauldron, currently 

advancing according to routine. 

After more than two hours, the medicinal cauldron suddenly started vibrating. The moment Zheng 

Qiyuan saw this, the excitement on his face could not be concealed anymore, saying with pleasant 

surprise, “Hahaha! Indeed it couldn’t hold out anymore! Like I said, how can thunder-attribute possibly 

integrate into a wind-attribute medicinal pill?” 

The faces of the group of Empyrean changed, revealing looks of pity. 

This time, Ye Yuan really suffered a crushing defeat! 

Empyrean Purplewing let out a sigh, his gaze looking over toward Ye Yuan. But he discovered that Ye 

Yuan had a calm expression, and was actually not worried at all. 

Could it be that this kid was really a layman, so he did not care that he could not refine pills? 

But that shouldn’t be so! 

In a blink, a hundred breaths passed, the medicinal cauldron was still quaking. 

Another 15 minutes passed, the medicinal cauldron was still vibrating. 

Two hours passed, the medicinal cauldron was still shaking. 

But the medicinal pill still did not become a failed product! 

Zheng Qiyuan was long already incomparably anxious. He was shouting madly in his heart, hoping that 

the medicinal pill would become invalid. 

But, the pill refinement was still progressing systematically. 



Suddenly, the medicinal cauldron shook. Zheng Qiyuan did not have time to rejoice yet when the 

vibration completely subsided. 

Zheng Qiyuan’s face immediately fell. 

“This ... How is this possible? It’s actually not a failure!” 

“Could it be that this third proposal can really succeed?” 

“Too magical! Currently this sort of situation, it looks like the thunder-attribute has already completely 

calmed down and should be integrated into the medicinal pill!” 

... 

A series of exclamations came from all around. 

This situation was what all of them did not anticipate from start to end. 

Thunder-attribute was the most violent and also the hardest to fuse. Who knew that after the medicinal 

cauldron vibrated for more than two hours, it actually fused successfully! 

Right at this time, Empyrean Lumen’s face revealed a hint of excitement as he cried out, “Condense!” 

The light faded away, everything returned to tranquility. 

Everyone knew that the pill formed! 

“This ... How is this possible? How ... How did he do it? How can thunder-attribute possibly be integrated 

into a wind-attribute medicinal pill?” 

Zheng Qiyuan’s legs swayed. He actually could not quite stand firm. 

Everything that happened before his eyes, he found it hard to believe. 

Victory was clearly within grasp, but in the end, it was an overwhelming defeat! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2030: The Truth Is More Terrifying Than the Rumors 

Everyone’s astonishment was not only expressed in words but also on their face! 

Compared to wood-attribute and fire-attribute, thunder-attribute was more explosive and restless. But 

why did it fuse successfully in the end? 

This was Zheng Qiyuan’s doubt and also the question in everyone’s hearts. 

The group of Empyreans all used shocked and questioning gazes to look toward Ye Yuan. 

“Grandmaster Ye, it really succeeded! It actually really succeeded! This Seven Treasure Cloud Wind Pill, 

this Empyrean has researched for several hundred years but had no gains. You actually completed the 

pill formula within a short two days! Truly god-like!” 

Empyrean Lumen looked at Ye Yuan with an agitated face, full of disbelief. 
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Before this, he was the same as the others, also doubting whether or not Ye Yuan had the qualifications 

to sit here and debate on Dao with them. 

It was just that he understood Empyrean Flutterfeather very well and felt that Empyrean Flutterfeather 

should not mess around like this. 

Therefore, he chose to believe. 

But he did not expect that this mere Six-star Alchemy God was actually so monstrous, to actually 

complete the Seven Treasure Cloud Wind Pill’s pill formula in such a short time. 

Just based on this, Ye Yuan’s understanding of alchemy already surpassed all of the Seven-star Alchemy 

Gods present! 

Ye Yuan smiled, looked toward Zheng Qiyuan, and said, “Brother Zhen, wonder if this Ye has the 

qualifications to stand here and debate on Dao with everyone now? Wonder if this Ye has the 

qualifications or not to turn my nose up toward the provocations of your juniors? Wonder if this Ye has 

the qualifications to hold this grandmaster token or not?” 

A series of three questions was like one heavy hammer after another, knocking onto Zheng Qiyuan’s 

heart. 

Of course, the other Empyreans were actually similarly undergoing grilling in their hearts. 

Prior to this, none of them believed Ye Yuan. 

But now, Ye Yuan used his strength and gave every one of them a beautiful slap. 

Zheng Qiyuan’s expression was ugly to the extreme. 

He was not able to answer Ye Yuan’s questioning. 

Qualified or not? 

Of course qualified! 

This unfathomable ancient formula, Ye Yuan only used a short two days’ time and completed it. 

Could Zheng Qiyuan do it? 

Forget about him, even if they all, these dozen over Seven-star Alchemy Gods, added together, 

discussing in detail for more than a month, they only came up with a wrong spirit medicine. 

“I ... I’m not convinced! How can thunder-attribute possibly fuse into a wind-attribute medicinal pill? 

What effect can it have inside?” Zheng Qiyuan gritted his teeth and said. 

Ye Yuan responded with a sneer as he said, “The properties of spirit medicines have never existed alone. 

It’s true that the Thundercloud Immortal Condensing Fruit is a thunder-attribute spirit medicine, but it 

likewise contains considerable wind-attribute laws; just nice fitting together with the Seven Treasure 

Cloud Wind Pill’s other spirit medicines! As for why it’s the Thundercloud Immortal Condensing Fruit, it’s 

very simple. It’s because among these supplementary medicines, there are more than a dozen spirit 



medicines that exist for the sake of balancing out the Thundercloud Immortal Condensing Fruit’s 

thunder-attribute as well as other attributes! Do you understand now?” 

Zheng Qiyuan’s pupils constricted, looking at Ye Yuan in disbelief. 

This guy actually understood the attributes of spirit medicines so deeply. 

Spirit medicines did not have a solitary attribute, this was the general knowledge of an alchemy god. 

But what properties did a spirit medicine have? This required an extremely profound understanding of 

the medicinal properties of spirit medicines. 

Furthermore, although spirit medicines did not have solitary properties, inside pill formulas, the vast 

majority sorted them according to their strongest attributes. 

But the Thundercloud Immortal Condensing Fruit actually utilized its subsidiary property. This kind of 

situation was extremely seldom-seen. It was totally impossible for anyone to have thought of it. 

But Ye Yuan actually picked the Thundercloud Immortal Condensing Fruit out of tens of millions of spirit 

medicines within two days. What kind of terrifying deducing ability was this?! 

The people who knew about the Thundercloud Immortal Condensing Fruit’s wind-attribute were 

exceedingly few to begin with. Those able to think of using it were even fewer. 

Everyone looked at Ye Yuan dumbfoundedly with their mouths open. They discovered that Ye Yuan’s 

alchemy strength far exceeded their imagination. 

Eliminating the Element Heart Illusionary Love Grass previously only made everyone view him in a 

different light. 

But now, the gazes when the group of Seven-star Alchemy Gods looked at Ye Yuan with were already 

filled with admiration! 

Empyrean Purplewing’s eyes shined, and he suddenly sighed gloomily and said, “No wonder Brother 

Flutterfeather gave the grandmaster token to you. Now, this Empyrean is sincerely convinced!” 

Empyrean Lumen also sighed with admiration and said, “I didn’t expect to be able to encounter a figure 

like Grandmaster Ye in this Cloudpill Summit, Lumen has the good fortune of three lifetimes!” 

Although Ye Yuan was not able to refine rank seven divine pills, his understanding of alchemy already 

towered above all of the Empyreans. 

How could these Seven-star Alchemy Gods not express admiration? 

Alchemy was different from martial arts. In martial arts, powerful strength was powerful strength. Even 

for a monstrous existence like Ye Yuan, it was also impossible to heaven-defyingly defeat Empyrean 

powerhouses. 

But in alchemy, as long as your understanding of alchemy reached a certain realm, even Seven-star 

Alchemy Gods also had to candidly admit defeat. 

It was just that this kind of person was far too few, few to the point where everyone overlooked it. 



Ye Yuan’s appearance today shattered all of their understanding. 

These Empyreans did not know that Ye Yuan’s ability was even more than what he had shown. Creating 

a pill formula was something he had done before. 

Hence, completing pill formula this sort of thing was naturally nothing difficult for Ye Yuan. 

... 

The Zheng Family announced permanent withdrawal from the Cloudpill Summit. This matter 

immediately shook the entire city. 

The Zheng Family was a major alchemy ancient family that had tremendous influence in the Southern 

Border alchemy world. They actually withdrew just like that. 

The Cloudpill Summit was the entire Southern Border’s alchemy grand event. Withdrawing out of the 

Cloudpill Summit was equivalent to being isolated by the Southern Border’s alchemy world. 

Why would the Zheng Family’s ancestor do this kind of foolish action? 

“Zheng Buqun’s strength is sufficient to rank in the top ten in this session’s Cloudpill Summit. 

Withdrawing just like this is too bad.” 

“Heh, do you guys know? I heard that the Zheng Family withdrawing is because the Zheng Family’s 

ancestor lost a bet and had no choice but to withdraw.” 

“Oh? Who has such great capabilities, to actually make the entire Zheng Family withdraw from the 

Cloudpill Summit permanently?” 

“Who else can it be? Of course it’s that True God Realm Grandmaster Ye! I heard that this Grandmaster 

Ye completed an ancient formula, overpowering a group of Seven-star Alchemy Gods. The Zheng 

Family’s ancestor did not believe that Grandmaster Ye could complete the pill formula. Under this bet, 

he lost!” 

“What?! This Grandmaster Ye is really so impressive? Overpowering a bunch of Seven-star Alchemy 

Gods? My God!” 

... 

In the city, all sorts of discussions sounded out. 

There were no walls without any cracks in the world. The matter that happened in Qiandan Pavilion still 

spread out in the end, immediately causing a commotion in the entire city. 

However, the vast majority of people did not really believe. After all, this sort of thing was too 

fantastical. 

A Six-star Alchemy God actually crushed a bunch of Seven-star Alchemy Gods. Spreading this sort of 

thing, who would believe it? 

Others did not believe it, but titanic waves stirred in Yun Yi’s heart. 



The main culprit of this idea was him. Whether or not it was the Zheng Family ancestor’s provocation, he 

was naturally perfectly clear. 

He never dreamed that Ye Yuan actually had such great ability, directly making the entire Zheng Family 

withdraw from the alchemy stage of the Southern Border! 

The youth surnamed Duan asked with an ugly look, “Brother Yun Yi, when Zheng Buqun left, he didn’t 

even have time to notify us. I say, was this matter really done by that Ye Yuan?” 

Yun Yi smiled bitterly and said, “The rumors in the outside world sound fantastical. But ... the truth is 

more terrifying than the rumors!” 


